
STARTUP MASTER THESIS

In this master thesis project, you will conduct research on these and related questions Is there a pattern distinguishing
the successful Startups from the not so.

Assistance can offered by a marketing service center. In two years, the blog has amassed an impressive array
of topics and advice to affect social engagement. As a social entrepreneur that is exactly what Kanika Gupta
has in her arsenal. The learnings from the master thesis will be considered in order to ensure a successful
internationalisation in  The earliest date for dropping off the Master's Thesis is two weeks before the deadline.
The combination of TV and online marketing has been confirmed for e-commerce as the most effective
combination. However, it still requires further quantitative research to examine the success effectiveness of
each aspect. The formal strategy supports the decentralized organization of the marketing team and can
coordinate all activities across the various markets. But, overall we conclude that commitment is most
important for entrepreneurs. A centralized marketing organization is suitable when operating on a few markets
that are very similar. Third, interviews are held to validate the framework from which propositions are
derived. More importantly, it is successful startups that matter most. One more feather in the cap for SOJO.
Furthermore, the plan is to target further European markets in the next year. The communication depends on a
brand definition and a partially developed product. The purpose of the research seminar is the introduction to
academic research, scientific writing and current research topics at the Institute for SME Research and
Entrepreneurship. What SOJO needs now is this: Focusing on the product, leveraging relationships and
creating new ones, building tangible results including right media coverage, and forming a right-spirited and a
serious advisory board. These strategies need to be tailored to each market and its conditions. Based on this
cluster, scientific literature was researched and other startups were interviewed to learn about
internationalisation patterns of startups that are in the same cluster, in other words a similar type of business,
as FASHION CLOUD. Scalability is a prerequisite for an economically growth. A structured approach is
essential. Second, a conceptual internet startup framework is constructed in which the factors are divided in
the founding team, the startup capability, and the external environment. Past is prologue. Once registered, the
title of your thesis cannot be changed anymore. Mass media like TV can be used for rapid growth. For this ,
the courses and the research seminar offered by the chair provide an excellent basis. Working on an empirical
topic often involves examining larger samples of companies, individuals, or texts. Registration and Further
Steps If you are interested in a Master's Thesis at our chair and meet the formal requirements, you can contact
a supervisor research assistant in your field of interest to discuss your research project. Juni Results of my
master thesis on startup marketing The work deals with the strategic and operational aspects of marketing in
internet-startups. This fact limits the pace of internationalisation.


